
I absolutely object to Project Energy Connect & all of the useless land contaminating 

solar/wind energy garbage it is proposed to incorporate into the grid. 

 

I have been traumatised & grief stricken for the past 18 mths - experiencing the 

horror of large-scale PV Solar & the very thought of the proposed 'Project Energy 

Connect' fraud further cursing rural NSW & S.A's food producing land & rural 

communities. 

 

Whilst Rick Francis & his Cheung Kong Conglomerate & fellow dodgy solar/wind 

energy shyster cohort rip off Australia with their fraudulent claims of 'sustainability,' 

the NSW Government/DPIE, Transgrid & Chinese Government owned/controlled 

ElectraNet are complicit in this 'renewable' con! 

 

On the 9th Dec 2020, Seven Local Riverina news presented Transgrid's fraudulent 

claims regarding Project Energy Connect - portraying masses of monstrous 

electricity towers - as if these are a God send to us all - just like they do with their 

'solar will save our lives' codswallop! 

Of course typically, 900 kms of tower monstrosities - with their electromagnetic 

radiation impacts - will also be forced onto rural landholders, through our best food 

resource land! 

Grrrrrrr!! This is infuriating beyond words! 

 

This 'renewable'- solar/wind energy/Interconnector scam comes at huge detrimental 

cost to all Australians! 

Our precious biodiversity & ecological habitat is destroyed, our industry & 

manufacturing is hobbled, rural lives & communities are dismissed & agricultural 

productivity is displaced & constrained - all because of NSW Government/DPIE's 

corruption, collusion & adherence to the socialist Paris Agreement & the foolish 

solar/wind energy fraud. 

With only 6% or less of arable land in Australia, it is our responsibility to genuinely 

care for this land/water & environment for the benefit of future generations, as our 

farming forefathers have done in our uncontaminated food producing districts. 

Your large-scale, toxic PV Solar 'dumps' are an obvious, undetermined risk for 

productive, rural areas, midst rural communities. 

How on earth will you ever replace this land if the solar sites & surrounding 

land/water becomes contaminated? 

The Precautionry Principle should excludes electromagnetic radiation impacting 

transmission towers & large -scale solar/wind energy polluters from food producing 

land, midst rural communities, ( CRC-CARE, National Farmers, Total Environment 

Centre, Raw Earth Environmental, etc.,) yet Federal emission targets are being used 

as a superior excuse to totally & negligently ignore this vital Principle protecting our 

food resource land & the health of human beings & animals, etc. 

 

These beautiful, precious & vital food resource land areas have been specifically 

targeted by the NSW Government/DPIE & ruined by predatory, land/water 

contaminating solar/wind energy dumpsters & will further be detrimentally impacted 



by the ghastly, electromagnetic radiating, massive towers presented by this 

interconnector route - to the severe disadvantage of Australia & the sole benefit of 

opportunistic fraudsters & corrupt, colluding decision makers supporting Beijing. 

As far as I know, God has finished his creation & it is our responsibility to take the 

best care of our fellow neighbour's & our irreplaceable soil. 

We have a duty of care to hand this treasured soil & naturally beautiful areas on to 

our future generations in as pristine condition as possible. 

This excludes your revolting, unreliable, intermittent, inferior, inefficient,unnecessary 

solar/wind/interconnector dumps! 

Large-scale solar/wind developer/energy company spongers & this fraudulent 

Government 'swamp' totally ignore/neglect this responsibility. 

They do not genuinely care about the environment & waste reduction one iota! 

They are shamefully intent on environmental vandalism & massive electronic waste 

burden creation - all for a disingenuous, self serving, fraudulent scam! 

 

Don't bother making up & regurgitating fanciful recycling waffle, I know full well that 

this is not presently available, is far too difficult & costly & will never happen! 

Where's the facility today to deal with this mass of toxic waste should a natural 

disaster 

occur? 

What of the 476,490 toxic classed PV Solar panels already dumped on Wagga 

Wagga's 

best soil, midst food production & the Eunony Valley community? 

What of the 4 solar 'dumps' proposed in the Riverina within 21.32 kms in the Walla 

Walla, Jindera, Culcairn, Glenellan district with their 2,506,500 toxic classed PV 

Solar panels 

proposed on 2,656 hectares of great, reliable land - a most necessary part of the 1% 

of NSW 

still producing food through all the drought years? 

 

Can the NSW Government/DPIE guarantee that a severe hail storm or bushfire 

disaster would ever be cleaned up completely to ensure no heavy metal leachate 

risk in these productive food producing districts? 

There is nothing to prevent this tragedy from suddenly happening & devastating the 

'inherent 

capability' of vast tracts of reliable quality resource land - leaving it contaminated for 

future generations. 

 

Will the NSW Government/DPIE guarantee that this essential resource land will 

retain its 'inherent capability'? 

Will Matt Kean & his radical, socialist Government cronies & woke, city-centric 

planner Iwan Davies personally guarantee the 'inherent capability' of this resource 

land/water, that it will not be irreversibly contaminated? And, that no human beings 

or animals will be detrimentally harmed from electromagnetic radiation impacts or 

foreseeable fire risks? 

Presumably, they are probably completely unaware that our food staples grow in a 



paddock from healthy, uncontaminated soil & don't just magically appear in a box on 

the supermarket shelf! 

 

This is an untested experiment on our babies - with new born country children 

subject to heavy metal leachate risk from hail fractured, burnt, degraded, aged PV 

Solar, electromagnetic radiation, revolting visual pollution caused by obnoxious solar 

'dumps' & massive transmission towers & numerous other horrible impacts for their 

whole childhood & teenage years & possibly lifetime - if they become generational 

farmers. 

 

How does this extensive toxic waste your 'renewable' scam is creating fit into your 

fake circular economy claims & absent waste reduction plan? 

 

The NSW Government/DPIE is plotting this extremely harmful 

'renewable'/Interconnector anti -Australian, Beijing benefiting stupidity under the 

fraudulent guise of environmental benefit! 

This is enabled by political bastardry -with back room deals, lobbying for 

energy/renewable companies/funds etc. which is obscene, corrupt & beyond reason! 

 

Project Energy Connect is critical energy infrastructure which must never be 

controlled by the Chinese Government, which is exactly what you are stupidly 

proposing & promoting! 

'Project Energy Connect' proposal is an extreme national security threat! 

No Government department who had Australia's welfare at heart would ever be even 

considering to plug Wagga Wagga in to the Chinese Government controlled/'owned' 

Robertstown, S.A substation - State Grid Corporation of China/Electra Net! 

It appears the DPIE are traitors like Matt Kean & his dodgy NSW Liberal moderates 

cohort - who all belong in jail for ripping off Australia for their own cosy deals with 

financial & political advantage. 

Why on earth is Matt Kean prioritising Chinese energy companies & energy 

components in handing Goldwind $10 million of public money? 

You can clearly see where fraudster Matt Kean's priorities lie. 

 

The U.N are upping the anti, demanding more solar energy focus from Australia, with 

architect of the Paris Agreement - Christiana Fergereius stating that Australia's 

inaction is suicidal & Australia must act with more integrity on the issue. (2nd Dec 

2020.) 

Strange that!! Now who would really benefit from the further extensive dumping of 

large-scale solar crap - 'future electronic garbage' -all over Australia - with a focus by 

NSW DPIE specifically targeting our prettiest rural communities with our best 

resource land for vital food production? 

Oh, that's right, Beijing & the Chinese yuan! With the U.N heavily influenced by 

Beijing, 

as is the WHO & IMF, it is not surprising to see these self serving, socialist demands 

pressuring Australia. 

The NSW DPIE have capitulated, sucked in by this scandalous, socialist rhetoric, 



cruelly forcing these tragic consequences on Australia. 

They are complicit with Klaus Schwab's socialist, anti-democratic, globalist 

nightmare - 'The Great Reset!' 

 

Why in heaven's name would this NSW Government/DPIE persistently hobble 

Australian manufacturing & industry with Beijing benefiting inferior solar & wind 

energy trash, when Australia should be energy independent, using our own rich 

supply of natural resources, with low emission, high energy coal & nuclear fusion - 

by far the most sensible options for Australia's benefit! 

This diabolical, fudged energy policy prioritises dodgy off-shore foreign companies & 

Beijing benefiting energy components over the health & welfare of Australians, 

Australian industry & manufacturing, Australia's prosperity & rich, uncontaminated 

soil heritage. 

Useless Paris emission targets are used by the radical left NSW Government/DPIE 

to destroy rural NSW with abandon! 

 

Opportunistic solar/wind developer shysters are ripping off public money & ruining 

rural Australia - aided & abetted by lying, corrupt NSW Government/DPIE 

bureaucrats & decision makers for an ideological, mythological fantasy! 

 

Project Energy Connect is yet another scandalous assault on Australia's future 

prosperity, energy security & independence & our national security. 

This fraudulent scam has been purposely conceived & orchestrated by Beijing's 

Electra Net along with Rick Francis & his Cheung Kong Conglomerate, for their own 

Chinese company/Government advantage & critical infrastructure leverage within 

Australia. 

 

Every one of Transgrid's aims for 'Project Energy Connect' are fraudulent! 

* cheaper electricity – Matt Kean's mad plan has an inbuilt 'forced contribution'/tax - 

paid to solar/wind scammers -which will be added to consumer's bills. 

*reliability - AEMO's CEO - climate alarmist zealot - Audrey Zibelman - admits the 

incorporation of 'renewables' will lead to a decade of blackouts - before they sort the 

system out! 

..Just like the Californian nightmare! 

* lower emissions/ environmental benefit - 

such a crock! 

These aims have no truthful basis whatsoever! 

They are perpetuated by fraudsters - with the blessing of the NSW 

Government/DPIE - presenting an anti-Australian energy scam to benefit 

themselves, their energy/renewable company/funds fellow rorters & obviously further 

Chinese Government control of Australia's critical energy infrastructure  & Chinese 

manufacturing of 'future electronic garbage!' 



The heavily influential, conflicted Rick Francis is Vice Chairman of Transgrid, CEO of 

Spark Infrastructure - part of Cheung Kong Conglomerate - owners of Bomen Solar. 

He is also a Director of CKI's SA Power Networks & a Director of Vic Power 

Networks. His motives are definitely not in the best interests of Australia. 

I have far too much personal cruel experience I will never recover from - with the 

outright fraudulence of Rick Francis & his totally disingenuous claims of sustainability 

- regarding Spark Infrastructure/Cheung Kong Conglomerate constructed Bomen 

Solar.  

As is typical, this obnoxious Bomen Solar - energy generator has completely 

desecrated the landscape & destroyed all biodiversity & precious ecological habitat 

on its site, presenting the surrounding landholders & rural community with their 

heavy metal leachate soil/water contamination risk, 'heat island effect' impacts, 

increased fire risk from shoddy workmanship & lack of maintenance, extensive weed 

burden, increased water run off impacts & glaring visual amenity nightmare. They 

have never met their conditions for vegetation tree screening. 

There is nothing clean, green, sustainable or zero emissions about Bomen Solar at 

all. 

Likewise, Metka Solar proceeds with their environmental vandalism also, under the 

false pretence of environmental benefit/emissions reduction. 

Add on their full PV Solar life-cycle - from intensive energy usage & the extensive 

toxic pollution from processing & manufacturing, plus the leakage of the most potent 

greenhouse gases -SF6 etc., through to their massive, unplanned for, toxic waste 

burden - & their claims of any benefit to Australia or to the world in emission 

reduction are an absolute sham!  

The ETU, AMWU, NSW Fair Trading & Safework NSW are all burdened by the litany 

of non-compliance horrors of this corrupt & disingenuous 'renewable' industry. 

We ourselves are immersed in the horror, experiencing it first hand. Now having to 

become voluntary compliance officers because solar developers fail to ever fulfil their 

conditions & NSW DPIE bear no future responsibility for their obviously stupid, 

callous & harmful decisions. 

Of course, ElectraNet's State Grid Corporation of China & Chinese manufacturing  

are prime beneficiaries of this frightful interconnector scam - at the expense of 

Australia's national interest, energy independence & national security. 

ElectraNet is Chinese Government 'owned'/controlled - through the State Grid 

Corporation of China. They have already presented ridiculously, overinflated figures 

regarding economic benefit from this project - in order to push this Beijing benefiting 

energy disaster! 

With Rick Francis heavily influencing energy policy & direction through his many 

conflicting positions - for his own personal & Chinese company benefits, this also 

guides Transgrid with his position as Vice Chairman & Cheung Kong's 15% stake via 

their infrastructure fund - SKI.  



SKI is not an Australian company, even though they masquerade as one, as they are 

majority owned by the Hong Kong Shanghai Banking Corporation! 

We have seen them pandering to Beijing from the beginning with their golden panel 

celebration. 

What is Transgrid's rule change request to AEMC to remove a restriction placed on it 

as a regulated asset holder  - " to ensure its finance ability by better matching 

revenues & financing costs." "Under the current regulatory framework, without the 

rule change....recovery of revenue would be deferred until later in the project's life 

which would have significant adverse impacts on credit metrics debt funding capacity 

& the cost of debt." (AFR 8th Oct 2020.) 

What are Transgrid actually trying to do here - wanting these changes? (AFR - 8th 

October 2020) 

Obviously, costs have massively blown out. Predicted costs - were no doubt based 

on fudged figures from the likes of Lazard's Energy Consultants - who are also inside 

investors, who purposely exclude obvious astronomical costings in their energy cost 

comparisons to advantage themselves, dishonestly promote the solar/wind energy 

fraud & are an influential part of the scamming hodge podge! 

The true cost figures will be nothing like ElectraNet have purposely & deceptively 

pretended they would be! 

Where is the rigorous cost benefit analysis to see how the costs are actually shared 

for 'Project Energy Connect?  

If it's anything like Matt Kean's energy plan horror, he used public servant Cameron 

O'Reilly to send me that fraudulent information long ago - proving his false claims are 

solely based on fudged costing - which completely excludes the astronomical costs 

of interconnectors, grid upgrades, battery/hydro storage that are essential to 

incorporate inferior, intermittent solar/wind energy into the grid. 

Andrew Richard's, the head of Energy Users Association of Australia - representative 

of manufacturers such as BlueScope Steel & Brickworks, said in July 2020 when 

AEMO costings were released for 'Project Energy Connect' - that " we just see so 

much risk around costs that will fall on consumers." 

"The association would prefer to see new generators such as solar & wind farms pay 

their fair share of transmission upgrades," with Mr Richards noting that  "in 

generation, private companies take on the risks around new projects, while in 

transmission the costs are passed on automatically to consumers under the revenue 

system for regulated assets." (AFR- 8th Oct. 2020.) 

Whilst the NSW Government/DPIE may believe 'climate alarmist'/'renewable cultists' 

Alan Finkel & Audrey Zibelman - with their irrational energy plans, do you also 

accept Zibelman's admission that it will take a decade of 'necessary' blackouts to 

sort the system incorporating solar/wind energy out? 

This is completely unacceptable, farcical & plain stupid! 



What country would be this foolish? 

When every other intelligent country around the world is building new coal fired 

power stations, NSW Government/DPIE have Australia locked into this insane, 

totally unnecessary, cruel downward spiral of energy constraining connection 

benefiting Beijing! 

These plans driven by the NSW Government/DPIE do not accord with the general 

Australian population, certainly not the quiet Australian conservatives - who believe 

in truth, decency & a fair go for all. 

'Climate Emergency' is used to bypass democracy, with rorters making a stack of 

money out of their 'solar/wind energy will save our lives' crock. 

This sham is clearly revealed in Marc Marano's 'Climate Hustle 2.com' & even by the 

hard-core environmentalists in 'Planet of the Humans.' 

Australia must focus on Australian benefiting energy policy! 

No one in their right mind would support this NSW Government/DPIE 

solar/wind/interconnector energy scam that harms rural NSW/Australia so 

detrimentally & destroys Australia's independence, natural resources, energy 

reliability, national security & future prosperity so extensively! 


